The Trust, on behalf of our board of trustees, secretariat and advisory committees,
hereby acknowledges the manifold contributions of our supporters, sponsors and
donors. We have now reached a landmark 7 years together. This has been made
possible through the dedicated efforts of multiple stakeholder organisations and
individuals. In particular, the technical support of Automated Product Development
(APD) has made possible the going-to-market of our service offering, the James 1:27
Care Platform.

To our Community and Faith Based Partners we would like to

acknowledge your confidence in providing a bridge for the Trust into the community.
Our commitment to best practice has ensured that the Trust has built community
development principles into our management systems. To our auditors, Grant
Thornton, we appreciate your professionalism and guidance in ensuring the long-term
fiduciary

credibility

of

the

Trust.

To

Shem

Compion

at

Shemimages

(www.shemimages.com) we are proud to use your beautiful donated photographic
images.

And finally, we the Trust, would like to express our appreciation to our

constituency, the children that we serve.

We take courage from the testimony of

your lives and are proud to play a part in your narrative. You remain the reason for
our existence!
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"One of the great liabilities of history is that all too many people fail to remain awake through great periods of
social change. Every society has its protectors of status quo and its fraternities of the indifferent who are notorious
for sleeping through revolutions. Today, our very survival depends on our ability to stay awake, to adjust to new
ideas, to remain vigilant and to face the challenge of change." Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

The "Arab Spring" is an historic marker in the
evolution of democracy and human rights in
North Africa and parts of the Middle East. The
role of a deeply frustrated and disconnected
youth in pursuit of social justice speaks
volumes in terms of social change. There is an
increasing regard being given to the political
impact of social media and related technology.
How this impacts on South Africa and our own
disgruntled youth is of significance. Fuelling
this discontent are systemic problems that
relate to our public health and education
systems, in which basic service delivery is
seriously compromised. Added to this are
levels
of
poverty
and
unemployment,
producing a sense of hopelessness among our
youth, the impact of which, within the context
of an HIV and AIDS epidemic, is devastating.
The challenge for government, business and
civil society is to find innovative ways in order
to tap into the entrepreneurial talents that
exist. What is needed is an ethical and moral
outrage that refuses to accept the status quo.
Innovation and ICT offers a powerful platform
from which to vent this zeal and engage in
social action.
South Africa, with 5.6 million people living with
HIV, has the largest ARV roll-out in the world,
with 1.3 million people currently receiving
treatment. HIV prevalence among pregnant
women has leveled off to just below 30%. The
harsh reality therefore, is that as a
consequence of the epidemic, 4% of our child
population are maternal orphans. Furthermore,
research has confirmed that these children are
25% more likely to suffer abuse. While
universal access to treatment therefore
remains a top priority, the new National
Strategic Plan for HIV and AIDS, STIs and TB
(2012-2016) has acknowledged the need to
focus on prevention. In this regard, the Trust is

pursuing prevention through a development
approach.

In order to scale levels of care, remove
systemic blockages in service delivery, respond
to
inefficiencies
and
cover
complex
developmental processes, a need exists for
systems
thinking
and
innovation.
The
recognition of individual development plans in
relation to family and community, highlights
the need for a holistic approach to
development that is both at a multiple sector
level as a well as within an integrated policy
framework.
The
migration
of
business
information and management systems into the
social space, as promoted by the Trust, is
therefore a timely value proposition. The main
focus to date has been to create an innovative
ICT platform in order to enable care-based
organizations to scale existing levels of care
and
thereby
promote
holistic
child
development within integrated community
development "best practice".

Our Vision is to escalate holistic
care through family based care plans
to orphans and children made
vulnerable within the context of
poverty and an HIV and AIDS
epidemic.

Our strategic purpose

is

to promote innovation, social
entrepreneurship and enterprise
development, enabling care based
organisations to escalate holistic
care to orphans and vulnerable
children using care plans within a
child rights framework.

Our product offering
consists of the James 1:27 Care
Platform, a business information
management solution consisting of
PTC Windchill, a life cycle
management system, SAP Business
One, an enterprise resource
planning solution and other
software solutions. The platform
enables the professional
management of children’s holistic
development plans.

Our Values:
FAITH, HOLISM, INTEGRITY, SOLIDARITY, SIMPLICITY, SUSTAINABILITY

It is my responsibility as the Chairman of the
Board of Trustees of the James 1:27 Trust, to
report that the organisation has practised good
governance and that the work of the Trust is
increasingly more sustainable. The period of
review from 1 March 2012 to 28 February
2013, has seen the Trust celebrating 7 years.
As first Chairman of the Board, I can bear
witness to the faithfulness of God as a Father
to the fatherless. As we carry the James 1:27
Mandate we testify to His faithfulness and
provision. As the Trust enters the next season
of its life-cycle, we take time to reflect on this
truth and to also give thanks for the many
sponsors and donors who have invested in our
vision.
The use of SAP Business One, as the first NGO
in Africa to be using such an Enterprise
Resource Planning Tool, has ensured that our
social enterprise has managed funds, logistics,
supply
chain
and
customer
relations
management, in a manner that continues to
build the reputation, credibility, efficiency and
effectiveness of the Trust. The use of PTC
Windchill, a life cycle management solution,
has also meant that we are probably the first
NGO in the world to be using such a solution to
manage the development and care plans of our
children. The social impact of the work of the
Trust is also beginning to bring about the social
change and transformation we have dreamt
about.

The success stories of independent selfsustaining lives, gives hope and provides fuel
to continue. The Trust is now fully engaged in
holistic care of our vulnerable children within
the framework of a children’s rights approach
in which asset based community development
drives our community involvement. A big
breakthrough has been the structuring of the
development process within a life cycle
approach. The workflows that have emerged
have now been supported within the James
1:27 Care Platform, which is the Trust’s main
service and product offering. In this regard,
the migration from our proof of concept to the
market phase makes for great progress. While
risks remain, I am convinced that the Trust will
indeed complete its purpose and fulfill its
mandate.
As a former health practitioner, trainer and
international relations Director, I can see how
the Trust is being positioned to add value not
only at a national level but also offers a
possible continental solution. Finally, I thank
the dedicated staff of our Secretariat and their
many community-based partners for their
commitment to innovation and the great idea
that we can change the world and promote
social justice through the holistic care of one
child, one family and one community at a time.
Catherine Makwakwa
Chairman of the James 1:27 Board of
Trustees

I recently attended the funeral of a former
colleague and found myself moved by the
words of his children who spoke of their
father’s input into their lives. They shared
memories of holidays, instructions in culture,
grammar and history and told of sitting in the
intimacy of “moments” listening to his wellknown stories. This human tradition of family
life has been under threat for many decades
as we witness generations of children who
have no memory of a father at all.
Our statistics indicate that in South Africa
more than 50% of homes have an absent
father. The burden of care is completely
handed over to the mother and grandmother,
who, rooted in conditions of poverty and
under development, are struggling to meet
the development expectations and the needs
of their children. Located in the context of an
HIV and AIDS epidemic, we are seeing
thousands of families literally falling apart.
Teenage pregnancies and drug addiction are
rife. Even those few who receive tertiary
education are facing youth unemployment of
more than 50%. In this context, the James
1:27 Trust is bravely standing with many
other civil society partners to provide hope.
While we believe that innovation, social
entrepreneurship and enterprise development

can manage a scaled response, social change
will only occur when the internal belief
systems of children are influenced by a deep
understanding of their own value and worth.
To achieve this goal requires an holistic
approach to care and development in which a
complex life cycle of assessment, intervention
plans, implementation and evaluation are
managed. The balancing of supplementary
support through our “virtual adoption” model
and the acceptance of accountability by
responsible actors and agents within the
community is a difficult task. In response, we
believe that the migration of business
information management systems into our
sector offers unique opportunities. The
calibration of technology and ethics is going to
involve many as we go to market with our
product, the James 1:27 Trust Care Platform
(J127CP).
The J127CP is an innovative solution made
possible primarily by partners such as
Automated Product Development, PTC, SAP
and organisations such as the Community
Impact Trust.
We also have a growing
number of professionals, ranging from
technology to psychology and social sciences,
working full time with the Trust. In addition
we have under the period of review started
setting up advisory committees in the fields of
technical
support,
human
resource
administration, legal services and audit and
treasury. The successes of these committees
are evidence that there is broad support
within society for a response to the plight of
the orphan and vulnerable child.
In
conclusion, I remain mindful that we are
working not just in despair, neglect and abuse
but also in value and worth and hope! In the
end, all of us who are serving in this space
find ourselves eternally grateful for the
privilege of learning and unlearning as we
journey together with the families and care
based organisations with whom we are in
partnership.

Robert Botha

Impact under period of review:


World class brand association. The Trust was the first
NGO in Africa to use SAP Business One’s Enterprise
Resource Planning system. The Desmond Tutu, Nelson
Mandela Foundations and CIDA University are now also
using the system.



Industry standard ICT. The Trust is probably the first
NGO in the world to be using PTC Windchill, a life-cycle
management tool, to manage the care plans of orphans
and vulnerable children under our partner organisation’s
care.



Our product offering of the James 1:27 Care
Platform has emerged. James Basic and James
Care have now graduated out or our proof of concept
phase and are in our go-to-market phase. The entry into
the “market” heralds a significant marker in our
innovation. Several care based organizations are now
using James Basic and 2 organisations are now using
James Care. Hundreds of children are being impacted
by the organizations. James Enterprise is under
development and will ensure the scaling our solution.



Asset Based Community Development workflows.
The Trust has completed its development workflows
setting out holistic care. The management in holistic
family based care plans (physical, emotional. social,
cognitive and spiritual) can now be managed within a life
cycle
business
information
business
information
management system.



Number of care-based partners using our platform:
Lefika La Bothshabelo and PEN are using James Basic.
SA Cares for Life, Viva Foundation are now using James
Care.



Number of children directly cared for in our holistic
model: 7 families and 2 shelters are within our holistic
care sample (about 50 children).



Number of children indirectly impacted: our care
based partners who are using our systems are collectively
reaching more than 2000 children. The Trust is also active
with a partner in Zimbabwe where we are proving support
to 39 orphans.

WHAT WE EXPECT FROM OUR
BOARD
1. Provide Strategic Leadership
2. Protect mandate, vision and mission of
Trust
3. Practice Corporate Governance,
4. Approve Policy
5. Approve business plan and business
model
6. Support standard operating procedures
7. Ensure sustainability
8. Monitor and evaluate performance of
The Trust
9. Oversight of CEO’s management of
Secretariat
10. Market the brand of the Trust
BUILDING A CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM
1. Drive our VALUES
2. Define DIRECTION
3. Decide PRIORITIES
4. Acquire, develop and align RESOURCES
5. Perfect the BASICS, inspire
INNOVATION
6. Drive ACTION
7. Foster LEARNING
8. Build CONFIDENCE
9. Instill DISCIPLINE
(Source Tony Manning)

Our COO Alec Dixon

Our Address:
1st Floor the Innovation Centre, Office M68,
6 Mark Shuttleworth Street,
Persequor Business Park Ext 10,
Pretoria 0020, South Africa
PO Box 58, Innovation Hub, 0087,
Pretoria, South Africa

Our Contact Details:
Cell: + 27 (0) 79 493 5191
Tel: + 27 (0)12 844 0489
Fax: 086 756 1919
Email: info@james127trust.org
Website: www.james127trust.org
Skype: james-helpdesk
Facebook: James 1:27 Trust
Twitter: James127Trust
Registration Details:
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Not for Profit Organisation (NPO) Number 041 353
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